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About us
Gaelco Darts is a Spanish-German developer and manufacturer
of electronic darts machines with Online and video recording
capabilities. With the most advanced technology in the
industry, we offer what is today considered the most advanced
and profitable darts machine of the world, RadikalDarts.
Gaelco Darts was born as a spinoff of Gaelco, an outstanding
and legendary developer of arcade videogames since 1985.
Gaelco launched games that soon were a tremendous
international success and the company became part of history
in the videogame industry.

Our RadikalDarts machine has become a paramount example
of technology applied to a traditional sport as darts, an
activity for the whole family. RadikalDarts allows to play and
to compete using Online and Virtual systems (recording of
matches) and offering to the player and operator/competition
administrator a new universe of endless possibilities for fun
and business.
Currently, our HQ and R+D are located in Barcelona, Spain
while a sales and development office is located in HörstelRiesembeck, Germany. We also have sales offices in Dallas,
USA and Wels, Austria.
Gaelco Darts distributes RadikalDarts in Europe, Asia-Pacific
and North and South America, with presence in more than
20 countries, 11000 connected machines and more than
600000 players around the world.

What does it feature?
Panoramic 21,5” TFT
Screen High Definition

3 Cameras

Touch Screen

Card Reader

LED Effect System

Laser

Why is RadikalDarts the best machine of the market?
Every year organizes events with
thousands of participants from
different countries.

It has a patented Remote Refeering
System.
RadikalDarts continuosly and automatically
sends all the generated information to a
dedicated server, and the sport division/
administrator, thanks to the strategically
placed cameras, can view selected games at
any given time from any internet connection
and to either validate or overrule the results.
With this patented system, any kind of
competitions can be organized regardless of
player location or time of the day, as matches
will be subsequently refereed. The end result
is a significant increase of played games,
being RadikalDarts well known as the darts
machine with biggest returns of the market.

It has Online system.

In fact, RadikalDarts was the first darts
machine in the market with Online
capabilities. 3 cameras, a laser, sensors and
sports software allows a player to play Online
in real time with an opponent in constant
view as well as the throws and the results.
Players can play live with other players in
locations all over the world.

It supports HD advertising
in its 21.5” Screen
From any computer of the Marketing division,
an advertisement can be created and send
all kind of videos to a selected number of
RadikalDarts machines, which then are
displayed on the screen.

As in our International presence events,
where more than 5000 people from 17
countries come every year.

It is a new sports concept.
Any dart sport division or darts organization
can organize all kind of competitions from
their computer and send them to whichever
RadikalDarts machines they like.

Equipped with the most advanced
software, designed to make the
machine more profitable.
The RadikalDarts control software manages
all the information, automatically scheduling
matches and logging results, classifications,
calculating the most adjusted and real MPRs
and PPDs, managing categories…all and from
the comfort of a computer.

Real time updates and connected to a
website and social media.

Log on to www.radikaldartsplayers.com, a
platform created for sports divisions and/or sports
administrators, organizations and players, a
website where they can see all the classifications
in real time, where players can check their scores,
watch live games or find their nearest RadikalDarts
machines thanks to the Google Maps application.
In addition, our social media is extremely active
and worldwide connected, having a Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and Youtube accounts
where we keep updated our players with news
and interesting darts related information.

Because it has LEDS.
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That enhance the darts machine and reward the
rounds with good scores. In addition, the LED
system of RadikalDarts does not disturb the
player as the light effects appear only when the
round is finish.

Distance is measured by Laser.

Assuring the right throwing distance in any
competition, which avoids any argument
over measurements or having to mark
out the floor with sticky tape.

Who can play in RadikalDarts?

Everyone, all ages.
RadikalDarts is the perfect machine for all ages
and any gender. Good for kids to improve their
counting skills, for senior citizens that need to
do some light sport, for socializing and meeting
people with a common interest in darts and,
of course, for people that want to have darts
as a hobby and will to engage in organized
competitions.
The elegant lines and modern outlook of the
machine would enhance any venue and would
attract new and current darts players alike.

Dimensions and
shipping measures

Cabinet Dimensions:
620mm Width
659mm Depth
2327mm Height
105Kg. Weight

Shipping:

Each machine goes in a palet and 3
palets can be mounted.
Each palet measures 133cm x 115cm
x 64cm Height.
Capacity in a 40” HC
Container: 54 machines.

Radikal Darts Offices.
Radikal Darts Machines.

Headquarter: Escipión 11, 08023 Barcelona, Spain/ info@gaelcodarts.com
www.radikaldarts.com / www.radikalplayers.com

